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PERSONNEL EVIDENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS - 

DIGITALIZATION ISSUES 
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Abstract: Personnel evidence involves the collecting and processing of personnel data that are visible to the 

employer; to the government in mandatory communications or upon demand; to other employers via digitalized 

means or upon demand. In the European Union there are several laws about personnel evidence shared amongst 

European countries. These laws prescribe the type of personnel data that can and should be collected and 

processed, by whom, when, and how. The laws also prohibit some types of data to be collected and processed. 

In Romania, the law prescribes a nationwide digitalized database where personnel documents are stored and 

transmitted to the state and to other employers. This article will study personnel evidence laws and the personnel 

data that should be shared amongst employers. The essential argument is that digitalization creates a reliable 

data record amongst employees.  

Key words: Personnel Evidence, Digitalization, Business Information Systems, Personnel Data Collection, 

Personnel Data Processing, Personnel Document, Physical Format, Digital Format 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This article concerns business information systems to be used by the human resource 

management function on company or state level. The goal of the article is to describe and analyze 

these business information systems to give them instrumental value for the users. The methodology is 

chosen accordingly, that is a descriptive and instrumental case study about several human resource 

management databases. The case subjects are the national information system Revisal, the human 

resource management modules from business information system providers SAP and Oracle. The 

business information systems are described and analyzed in terms of key variables: human resources 

activities, documents, collection and processing requirements. The treatment of these variables gives 

the structure of this paper in the literature review. The paper involves a comparison between literature 

review and business and legal practices. Literature review shows that inventorying human resource 

management activities has been a major challenge in the 1980s and the topic of scientific research at 

the time [1, 2]. Since then human resource management activities are clearly defined and enclosed as 

such in reference manuals  [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. At the current status of digital transformation, established 

human resource management activities and documents are managed by new types of business 

information systems [9, 10]. Scholarly literature review shows that human resource management 

activities may be enduring in time, but the technology to manage them changes from paper to other 

means such as digitalization [11, 12]. Human resource business process management tackles these 

same activities as used with new technologies [13, 14]. This means the same activities, documents and 

laws were formerly represented by paper documents and now find automated or digitalized 

technologies to support them [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The capabilities of these new technologies may 

be additional to the previous technology generations. These capabilities are to generate additional 

performance that will appeal to users. Describing what are currently the most popular business 

information systems in use should contribute to business process management theory and educate 

business practices for all human resource management systems stakeholders.   

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
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2.1. Human Resource Management Processes in Scolarly Literature 

Management may be approached in terms of functional areas and inherent activities and 

processes. Business process management has emerged as a discipline 1990- 2000, when it has 

established the HRM footprint and discipline. The footprint of HR activities has been defined in 

scientific research [1, 2]. This is the time when human resource management activities have been 

defined on international basis. Whereas in 1985, integrating human resource management and its 

activity scope has been a stagering challenge for management [1, 2]. Status 2022, human resource 

management is a management function, with inherent laws and activities on global basis [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

8]. According to established manuals about the functional area, human resource management 

activities are: job and work design, workforce planning and diversity, recruitment and selection, 

performance management, learning and development, reward management [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The 

human resources function shows certain activities that are intended to be uniform on global level [5, 

6, 7, 8]. The evolution of human resource management reveals a global understanding of the inherent 

activities, documents and laws [11, 12, 13, 14].  

Professional qualifications specify types of human resource management activities are 

conducted: acquisition, development, reward and motivation, maintenance and departure [13, 14]. 

These human resources activities are supported by documents and these documents are, at their own 

turn, supported by legal requirements. Human resource management profession documents are: job 

descriptions, employment contracts, recruitment process documents, performance appraisal 

documents, employee handbook, employee compensation documents, statutory documents, 

onboarding procedure, employee management and recordkeeping, exit process [13, 14].   

A Job Description [13, 14] comprises the requirements, needs, obligations, duties, abilities, job 

role, job title, job responsibilies and job summary and other requirements for a specific job. The 

document is to be used by both the business and employee. 

An employment contract [13, 14] is a written proof of the professional relationship between an 

employer and an employee. The document is explicit to an employee or to a whole organization. An 

employment contract can totally negate voluntarily work, which makes it a helpful document for 

luring new employees. It is a signed piece of document that acts as proof of the agreement between an 

employer and an employee. The employment contract states the rights & responsibilities of both 

parties. 

Recruitment process documents [13, 14] are: offer letter, manpower requisition, job description, 

employment agreement and contract, recruitment tracker, candidate evaluation form and reference 

check guide. The selection procedure has many steps, for example, screening, interviewing, meeting, 

selection, induction, and onboarding. These steps are recorded in official documents.  

A performance appraisal document [13, 14] helps in performance target setting and appraisal. 

Following are some of the performance appraisal document examples: performance management 

process, performance review, performance improvement plan, performance appraisal letter, and 

performance warning letter. 

An employee handbook [13, 14] consists of all the procedures, policies, authority and 

responsibility, and expectations on behalf of the organization and employee.  

Employee compensation documents [13, 14] consist of cash and kind payments that an employer 

gives to an employee in exchange for the service provided by the employee. The employee 

compensation module contains the following documents: salary structure, components of the 

compensation package, bonus calculation, increment calculation, TDS calculation, salary slips, and 

ITR declaration. 

Statutory documents [13, 14] are the documents that are needed to comply with statutory 

requirements. These include: employee’s state insurance corporation, employee’s state insurance 

corporation new wage ceiling, employees’ provident funds, payment of gratuity act, professional tax, 

statutory forms, rules for statutory deductions exemptions prerequisites-payroll.  
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The onboarding procedure [13, 14] is nothing but making the new employees understand things 

related to the organization and welcoming them onboard. Helping new employees integrate into the 

company and its culture is the main objective of employee onboarding. These documents are: 

onboarding checklist, employee induction, new employee announcement email, employee welcome 

email, new hire checklist, job offer email, company policies checklist for new hires, welcoming new 

employees, and appointment letter.  

Employee management and recordkeeping [13, 14] involves the following documents: employee 

master file, acceptance of employee apology all purpose, admin manual, stationary request template, 

warning notice for attendance issues, warning notice for behaviour issues, warning notice for general 

behaviour issues, warning notice for performance issues, warning notice for misbehaviour on specific 

date-occasion, job suspension during misconduct investigation, post probation increment certificate, 

ad-hoc designation change certificate, ad-hoc increment certificate, appraisal certificate with 

increment and promotion, appraisal certificate with promotion without increment, experience or 

relieving letter with praise, experience or relieving letter, full-n-final settlement with confirmation, 

internship experience certificate with praise, internship experience certificate, lay-off due to CO-BU-

Dept shutdown, final warning notice for attendance issues, final warning notice for behaviour issues, 

final warning notice for performance issues, relieving letter after resignation, resignation acceptance 

general key employee, resignation acceptance general, resignation withdrawal for growth prospects, 

and resignation withdrawal for role change. The human resources department has to look after all the 

documentation requirements of your employees. They have to track and record all the relative data 

about the employee of the organization. Human Resources has to keep track of all the records and 

reports of the employee throughout their time in the organization.  

The exit process holds its own series of documents [13, 14]: leaving formalities, relieving letter, 

exit interview, clearance form, and full and final settlement. An employee may a company for various 

reasons, ranging from not fitting into the work culture to getting a better opportunity elsewhere. In 

some cases, they could be terminated due to poor performance. In either case, an employer has to 

follow a specific procedure as given in the exit process of the company to ensure a smooth process for 

both the employer and the employee. 

2.2. Legal Framework for Personnel Evidence  

The role of personnel evidence is to collect and process these documents in accordance with 

business requirements and several relevant laws. Business requirements are generally acceptable 

business practices which have been researched in the 1980s and are not enclosed in human resource 

management manuals. Relevant laws about personnel evidence management are: General Data 

Protection Regulation GDPR [15, 16] and several other personnel evidence laws which are viable on 

European Union level and in member countries including Romania [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].  

In this legal framework there are some definitions to be clearly understood. The basic one is 

personal data, meaning any information that relates to an individual who can be directly or indirectly 

identified. These are: names, email addresses, location information, ethnicity, gender, biometric data, 

religious beliefs, web cookies, and political opinions can also be personal data. Data processing is any 

action performed on data, whether automated or manual. The examples cited in the text include 

collecting, recording, organizing, structuring, storing, using, erasing. Data subject is the person whose 

data is processed. Data controller is the person who decides why and how personal data will be 

processed. Data processor is a third party that processes personal data on behalf of a data controller. 

The GDPR has special rules for these individuals and organizations.  

Below is a rundown of data subjects’ privacy rights: the right to be informed, the right of access, 

the right to rectification, the right to erasure, the right to restrict processing, the right to data 

portability, the right to object and rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling [11, 

12]. These rights refer to any data subject rights in relation to organizations all across Europe. 

Organization varry in type and may be employers, vendors, medical offices, banks. They engange in 

various data subject – data collector and processor relationships that may be: employee – employer, 
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customer – vendor, patient – specialist or generalist doctor, borrower – banks. The type of data these 

organizations can collect and process is predefined by GDPR. Within organizations, data can be 

collected and processed only with government permission and few exceptions exist to this legal 

requirement. No other type of data for any othe purpose is allowed to be collected and processed in 

europ, where organizations face gigantic fines when breaking this law. Whereas GDPR underpins any 

data collection, where it concerns employer – employee relations this act is called personnel evidence 

and is managed by the personnel evidence responsible who is also GDPR Controller. The GDPR 

Controller is intended to be a responsible and educated person,responsible to collect and process data 

by these laws and assure the entire organization does the same otherwise risking fines predefined by 

GDPR for all Europe. In the acception of this law, data type is predefined and may also refer to 

personnel documents; in employment relations, only such documents are permitted by the 

governement and ony some types of processing are permitted again by the governement. The law 

applies to other types of institutions and stakeholder relationships. Whereas some personal data are 

permitted, the opposite goes for other types of personal data which none can collect nor process, 

called sensitive personal data.   The General Data Protection Regulation makes a difference between 

"general" personal data and sensitive personal data [34]. Sensitive data is data that reveals a person's 

race or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership 

and personal data concerning a person's health and sex life. Data concerning health may for example 

comprise sick leave, pregnancy and doctor's visits. Handling such data is normally prohibited but 

there are exceptions. Sensitive personal data must also be protected more than other data.  

It falls also within the scope of these laws how data may be transmitted between employers and 

other data processors. Certain records are to be shared by all. One of these records are in personnel 

evidence, where some documents are intended to be used by outside stakeholders such as other data 

subject, other employers and the state. These are legal records and they are of legal value; they are 

intended to work as certificates showing the data which external parties are allowed access to. 

Recently these documents have been digitalized via the Revisal personnel accounting system.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

This article is a case study on databases to keep personnel evidence and documents: Revisal, 

SAP, and Oracle. The case study is descriptive and instrumental. The research concerns human 

resources activities, documents, collection and processing requirements. The data comes from Internet 

resources. The variables to be described and analyzed: human resources activities, documents, 

collection and processing requirements give the structure of this paper. These variables give the 

structure of the empirical data analysis section. The case refers to the business information system 

solutions for human resource management at customers and not vendors. This gives the case its 

instrumental value.  

4. EMPIRICAL DATA ANALYSIS 

 The Romanian government and administration system provisions Revisal [23] as the business 

information system for public personnel evidence. Revisal is in use since 2006. This includes certain 

documents that are presented by the data subject to prospective employers. They represent the type of 

data that future employers are legally allowed to see about the employee’s past. These documents or 

personnel data are maintained by the human resources function, and personnel administraton therein. 

Revisal is a database. The input in the database is the responsibility of the human resource 

departments in corporations. The data transfer is to data subject, government and administration and 

future employers. The Revisal database is consistent with employment law and other related laws 

which include GDPR.  

The personnel data that is collected and processed in Revisal [23] is: identification data in 

accordance with Romanian law; the job title classified according to criteria that may be called COR; 

data about salary, performance bonuses, labor risks; letter of referral; employment experience in 
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number of years or seniority at work; the decision to terminate employment contract; the decision to 

suspend the employment contract, for several reasons in accordance with Employment Law, which 

include reasons inputable to the employee; different type of leaves: maternity leaves, temporary work 

incapacity leaves, caranteen leaves, labor union membership, force majeure, preventive arrest, 

disciplinary action.  

The Revisal [23] database also makes public to labor agencies sensitive personal data: age, sex, 

pregnancy, risk of labor accident.  

The level of signature for these documents corresponds to company directors and empowered 

staff, such as human resources manager. The documents have templates which are approved by top 

management and then repeated per data subject and data collection and processing event. Signatures 

pertain to CEO, human resources manager and data subject.  

The stakeholders that can access the Revisal [23] database are: the employer, the data subject, 

prospective employers, tax authorities, health insurance funds, pension funds. The database is tied 

directly to stakeholders except the data subject, to assure data consistency amongst all data processors. 

Not all stakeholders receive the same data, as data transmission is clearly regulated by the database.  

The Revisal database is consistent with GDPR rights. The GDPR has a chapter on the rights of 

data subjects (individuals) which includes the right of access, the right to rectification, the right to 

erasure, the right to restrict processing, the right to data portability, the right to object and the right not 

to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing. The right to be informed is given by 

a notification document about any personal data that is collected and processed in GDPR. The right to 

access means the employee requests a Revisal report (table, current number, employee name, CNP, 

nationality, employee address, contract number, contract duration, function, COR code, salary). The 

right to rectification means the data subject is entitled to correct his or her data processing in a given 

timeframe after the note. The right to erasure does not exist, as Revisal is intended to cover the data 

that should be permanently available to data subject and prospective employers. The right to restrict 

processing also does not exist, as the recording of the personnel documents in Revisal is mandatory on 

national level. The right to data portability is the core of Revisal, which is intended to be a shared 

database for datasubjects, employers, tax authoritites, social insurance authority and pension 

management authority. The right to object does not apply, as Revisal is intended as a database for 

mandatory documents to be accesible to all employers and relevant government authorities. Neither 

does Revisal cover any decision, therefore the the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on 

automated processing is not covered.  

ERP systems, like SAP [24, 25]and Oracle [26, 27], have designated modules for human resource 

management activities and documents. These modules are created to fulfill business needs in shared 

standards around the world. The HR Human Capital Modules specifies these human resource 

management activities for the business information system customers. The most important activites 

covered by this module are personnel administration.  

In the SAP [24, 25] human resource management module, there are several activities which may 

be described as follows: hiring, organizational assignment, training and personnel development, 

appraisal, compensation and benefits, time management, payroll, cost planning and reporting, 

recruitment. SAP Human Resources consist of the following modules : organizational management, 

personnel administration, time management, payroll accounting, and travel management.Organization 

management is a very important sub-module of SAP HR. It enables the organization to represent the 

organizational plan and analysis of the current plan. It also allows you to create additional plans and 

create better workflow management. Functions of organization management: creating graphical 

reports of organization structure, managing information on departments and organizational units, 

tracking of positions in various departments, maintaining jobs, reporting relationships and vacancy 

related reports. Personnel Administration is an important sub-module of SAP systems. It records 

essential employee's information. It helps you to perform various administrative tasks like hiring the 

employees, personnel information, travel expenses, payroll accounting,etc.Important functions of 

personnel administration module are:individual Infotype maintenance; contract elements; monitoring 
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of dates family/related person; education; other/previous entity relationship, cost distribution, internal 

medical service. Time management: time management is another important sub-module of HR and 

records employee data. It is mostly is related to attendance, time evaluation, shifts, etc.Here are some 

important functions of time management module: holiday calendar;  personal work schedule; monthly 

work schedule; attendance and absence quotas; attendance check; graphical attendance/leave 

reporting; activity allocation. SAP payroll module helps you to process the payment for the work done 

by employees. It includes wages, medical benefits, taxes, deductions, etc. SAP payroll module is also 

integrated with other modules like personal administration, time management, financial accounting, 

and so on.Here are some important functions of payroll system: gross payroll accounting with 

automatic wage calculation; automatic special payments computation; full gross/net retroactive 

accounting; data exchange with social insurance agencies, banks, etc.Training and event management 

module deals with recognizing training needs, scheduling training process, cost management, etc.This 

SAP travel management module includes managing official trips, cost management for travel, travel 

expenses, etc.Important functions of travel management: entry of trip data; calculation of meal 

allowance; maintain receipts claim; advance payment; representation of internal company rules; trip-

specific account assignment; simulation of statement.  

Oracle [26, 27] also has a human resources management module. They are used for the following 

processes: hire to retire; human resource; payroll; wokforce and development. Oracle Fusion Cloud 

Human Capital Management connects every human resource process from hire to retire—including 

global HR, talent management, workforce management, and payroll. The vendor also presents it as the 

most connected solution across the enterprise, with one cloud unifying HCM across finance, supply 

chain, and customer experience.This unified solution helps provide a consistent experience across 

devices, enable one source of truth for HR data to improve decision-making, and empower users with 

market-leading innovation to address current and future business objectives. According to 

management consultant Everest Group, end to end administrative platforms: support different parts of 

different HR processes; typically hosted on the premise of the enterprise.  Best of breed HR platforms 

offer advanced support for specific single processes such as recruiting and learning; are usually cloud 

based, with intuitive interfaces. At a more advanced level, end to end user experience driven SaaS 

platforms are unified end-to-end experience driven platforms; offered as SaaS that is mobility 

enabled, with embedded analytics capability. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

European law provisions personal data can be collected and processed within the limits of 

GDPR. This general regulation is laborious and highly specific in the type of data that can be 

collected and processed by organizations. At employers, GDPR only allows government appointed 

GDPR Controllers, employees of the personnel administrative function, to collect and process some 

types of personal data. This data is strongly regulated by GDPR, which goes into detail about the 

rationale of such laws and the way such documents can be written. The goal of this law is that all 

stakeholders have the same documents to base decisions upon and that decisions be rational and 

sensible. Performance appraisals are one type of document all parties must share in the same format. 

Salary decisions are another document. Disciplinary sanctions another example. Whereas personnel 

decisions are grounded in these documents, other type of personal data cannot be used as basis for 

personnel decisions.Business information systems like Revisal, SAP Human Capital and Oracle 

Human Capital are systematic solutions to human resource management activities and documents that 

consider all laws and criteria. These business information systems serve primarily as databases. Their 

role however goes beyond, as they create a systematic ationale for employment decisions and 

employment rights that enable performance appraisal and hinder errors such as using sensitive 

personal data as basis for personnel decisions. On government and administrative level, the Revisal 

database is intended for document flow that is shared permanently by data subject, employers, labor 

institutions, tax authority, health insurance funds, pension funds. 
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